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Liaoning Rongxin Xingye Power Technology Co., Ltd is a national key high-tech enterprise and a Chinese listed 
company (stock code: 002123), which is engaged in MV high power electronic device R&D, design and 
manufacture, series products meet requirements from power generation, transmission and distribution to the 
terminal load, provide solutions on improving power quality, optimizing the control and saving energy, etc.         

RXPE is a leading supplier of power electronic equipments in China, the products are widely used in electricity, 
metallurgy, coal, nonferrous metals, electrics railway, wind power generation, petrochemical, shipping and other 
areas, users are all over China, The products have been exported to E.U countries like Germany, Italy, Turkey; 
Asian countries like Oman, India, Vietnam, Thailand, African countries like Algeria, Nigeria, Ethiopia, Egypt, 
south American countries like Ecuador, Peru, Brazil etc.

RXPE has passed the German TUV certification, EU CE-LVD certification, ISO9001, ISO14001, OHSAS18001 
and other international certifications, products are in full compliance with international standards.

RXPE owns one of the top R&D team and the advanced power electronics test base, owns 66KV/10000kVA 
high-voltage substation, high-voltage frequency conversion Full-load Test Center, which meets the needs of 
inspection from simulation (RTDS) to the full-load experimental process. RXPE has strong capability of 
independent innovation and possesses nearly 40 patents and 10 software copyrights and has performed 23 
significant scientific research projects and formulated two national standards.

RXPE will consistently devote to innovations on technologies and products of power key areas, and contribute 
to creating values for customers and sustainable social development.

Power plants are usually long away from load centers, which results in long power transmission lines. 

Power transmission corridors could be hundreds of kilometers, and line reactance is so high that lead to:

—Severe voltage drop at line end
—Low transmission capacity
—Low system stability



—SC can increase line transmission capacity to normally at least 30%
—Improve system stability
—Reduce the line voltage drop
—Optimize the power flow
—Save a huge amount of cost comparing with newly-built lines

Decrease the line reactance by inserting a series capacitance: series compensation (SC)
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Spark gap protect the MOV against overload

The simplest and most cost-effective solution

MOV protect the capacitors against overvoltage during the 
transmission line failure

Thyristor valve replaces the MOV and spark gap

Immediately reinsert the FSC after line failure without waiting 
for MOV cooling down

Especially suitable for frequently failed lines

Thyristor valve replaces the MOV and spark gap

Adapt to all kinds of operation conditions

Control the power flow by controlling the current

Mitigate the SSR



Capacitor withstand a certain amount of overload

During even more severe system faults, if MOV cannot absorb the whole fault energy, spark gap 
acts to bypass the SC (i.e. internal faults).

During system fault current exceeds threshold and MOV acts (i.e. external fault)

Meanwhile bypass breaker will also act in the same time to bypass SC out of service (protection).



Internal
External
Fuseless

Calculation
Site Commissioning

Polymer housing, no harm to other equipment or persons in case of failure
Redundant: at least 10% hot spare
Special designed pressure relief component to avoid MOV explosion

Lifetime: no less than 10000
Operation times between 2 Maintenances: no less than 2000
Quantity of closing coils: 2



Time from trigger signal to spark gap breakover: <1ms
Current withstand capability and duration time: 63kArms, 0.2s
Breakover times between 2 maintenances: 25

Redundant configuration Reactor + Resistor + Small gap（or MOV）



Man-made single-phase earthing fault to check if the SC can successfully 
ride through during real line faults and if the MOVs energy are designed 
correctly and to verify if the SC protection logics with spark gap triggering 
are functioning correctly.
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Series Capacitor

Man-made short-circuit fault







Rated impedance：
Rated current：120A
Rated capacity：3×300kvar＝900kvar
Rated voltage：10kV

Line active power loss without SC

Line active power loss with SC

Saved active power loss

123.3kW

101.0kW

18.1%

259.6 kW

191.3 kW

26.3%

451.7 kW

293.5 kW

35.0%


